
 

 

1- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film)  
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Compositing CG Characters in the foggy 
environment 

 

2- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film)  
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities:  Compositing CG Characters. Clean the desk 
in front of the raccoon. Add CG elements on the desk. Add 
cracks on the Glass 

 

3-  Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film)  
 Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Compositing CG Raccoon. Green screen 
keying and compositing CG set extension, CG floating guard 
and other objects.Cleaning the desk in front of Raccoon and 
adding wires, replacing the screen. 

 

4- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film) 
 Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Blue screen Keying. Compositing CG 
background. Compositing CG character (Raccoon) Tracking 
for/and compositing motion graphic screen panels. 
Compositing cabin’s glass and creating reflections in Nuke. 
Adding Lens flare effect 

 

5- Dracula-Untold ( 2014- Feature Film) 
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Blue screen keying, Camera tracking, 3D 
matte painting and adding Background. Compositing some 
trees and bushes. Compositing Bats and enhancing soldier’s 
sword. 

 

6- Jimmy Kimmel show- Opening ( 2015 TV show )  
Ghost VFX  http://ghost.dk 
 
Responsibilities: Compositing full CG environment, people 
and effects. 

http://www.framestore.com/
http://www.framestore.com/
http://www.framestore.com/
http://www.framestore.com/
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7- Jimmy Kimmel show- bumper ( 2015 TV show )  
Ghost VFX  http://ghost.dk 
 
Responsibilities: Compositing full CG environment, people 
and effects. Change the speed. 

 

8- Pepsi-Ramadan ( 2013 TV commercial )  
Ghost VFX  http://ghost.dk 
 
Responsibilities: Replacing the actor’s head with the CG 
model (of a famous Egyptian actor who died in 2006) 
compositing and integrating with warps and color correcting 
techniques. 

 

9- Pepsi ( 2013 TV commercial ) 
Ghost VFX  http://ghost.dk 
 
Responsibilities: Replacing the actor’s head with the CG 
model (of a famous Egyptian actor who died in 2006) 
compositing and integrating with warps and color correcting 
techniques. 

 

10- Dracula-Untold ( 2014- Feature Film)  
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
Responsibilities: Roto soldiers in FG. Remove all harsh 
shadow and highlights and turn the shot toward dark and 
overcast day. Removing a big wood stick which was carrying 
by the main actor (Dracula). Add some flames, smoke and 
ambers. Tracking the shot and extend the set. 

 

11- Dracula-Untold ( 2014- Feature Film)  
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Removing the main character before he 
transforms from bats to a human. Adding lightning bolt at 
the end of the shot.  

 

12- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film)  
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Green screen keying. Compositing CG 
characters and environment (Set extension) Compositing 
cracked glass. 

 

http://ghost.dk/
http://ghost.dk/
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13- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film) 
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Compositing CG Raccoon. Fixing some 
render errors. Set extension. 

 

14- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film)  
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Compositing CG branches fix errors and 
match cg renders to the plate. 

 

15- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film)  
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities:  Compositing CG Raccoon. Fixing some 
render errors. Set extension. 

 

16- Swiss Lotto ( 2012 TV commercial)  
Stories AG: www.stories.ch 
 
Responsibilities:  Compositing Falling BMW and make the 
red car crushed under BMW. Match several plates together 
to create a single shot. Compositing smokes and effects. 

 

17- Space Invaders (2013 Short movie)  
Uprising film 
 
Responsibilities: Green screen keying. Compositing matte 
painting BG, adding some effects and bring it to life. 

 

18- Space Invaders (2013 Short movie)  
Uprising film 
 
Responsibilities: Green screen keying. Compositing matte 
painting BG. 

 

 

http://www.framestore.com/
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19- Space Invaders (2013 Short movie)  
Uprising film 
 
Responsibilities: Green screen keying. Compositing matte 
painting BG, adding some effects and bring it to life. 

 

20- Space Invaders (2013 Short movie)  
Uprising film 
 
Responsibilities Green screen keying. Compositing matte 
painting BG, adding some effects and bring it to life. 

 

21- Space Invaders (2013 Short movie) 
Uprising film 
 
Responsibilities: Green screen keying. Compositing matte 
painting BG, adding some effects and bring it to life. 

 

22- Guardians Of the Galaxy ( 2014- Feature Film)  
 
Framestore : www.framestore.com 
 
Responsibilities: Compositing CG Raccoon. Fixing some 
render errors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hamed Bank 

VFX Compositor 

 

bank3d@gmail.com 

+46 (0) 76 254 1366 

Demo reel link:   https://vimeo.com/124537882 

http://www.framestore.com/

